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The role of scientific collaboration in academic research has rocketed across the natural and social sciences. While
the causes, consequences, and social interaction patterns of scientific collaboration have been well-established,
extant empirical work focuses on entire disciplines. In this paper, we study patterns of interdisciplinary scientific
collaboration using the example of research onmergers and acquisitions (M&A), a phenomenon which calls for input
from numerous disciplines. We base our findings on a social network analysis of co-authorship practices in 687
co-authored papers written by 1,158 authors, published in 30 leading journals and a book series in the 1951–2014
period. We find that scientific collaboration has increased in the M&A scholarly community since the 1990s, and that
one third of co-authorships are interdisciplinary. Collaboration is however not equally spread, but led by a minority
of active scholars and certain disciplines. Recently, sub-groups of authors have become mutually connected, pointing
towards the emergence of an interdisciplinary meta-level community. Our findings contribute to appreciating
interdisciplinary collaboration practices in academic research and document the evolution of M&A research.
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acquisitions
Introduction
The practice of contemporary science is international,
interdisciplinary and increasingly collaborative (Posner,
2001). The shift to collaboration emerged at the end of
the 18th century in response to the increasing
professionalization of academia (Beaver and Rosen,
1978). Since the middle of the 20th century, scientific
collaboration has rocketed (Moody, 2004; Newman,
2004). Initially, this was led by the complexity of
scientific work in the natural sciences (Glänzel, 2002).
Gradually, this trend has come to affect authorship
practices across the social sciences (Endersby, 1996;
Cronin et al., 2003; Moody, 2004), including economics
(Barnett et al., 1988; Hollis, 2001), accounting (Beattie
and Goodacre, 2004), sports management (Quatman and
Chelladurai, 2008), and management (Acedo et al.,
2006; Rupp et al., 2014).
Notwithstanding, a research domain analyzing the
shifting patterns of scientific collaboration has emerged.
This body of work has established the reasons
underlying scientific collaboration (Hollis, 2001;
Glänzel, 2002) and the resulting positive performance
effects (Durden and Perri, 1995; Endersby, 1996;
Naband and Tollison, 2000) to the extent that the future
of solitary publishing has been scrutinized (Gordon,
1980). In parallel, the sociology of knowledge has
established a relationship between patterns of social
interaction amid academics and the knowledge and
ideas subsequently produced (Cappell and Guterbock,
1992; Ennis, 1992; Moody, 2004). Social interaction,
including the degree of scientific collaboration, affects
a discipline’s idea structure.
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Extant literature focuses on analyzing patterns of
collaboration amid single disciplines. Recently, attention
has shifted to studying collaboration among the sub-
disciplines of a larger discipline (Piette and Ross, 1992;
Moody, 2004). All the while, the contemporary world is
plagued by global and complex problems. Solving such
problems calls for collaboration across academic
disciplines (König et al., 2013; van Rijnsoever and
Hessels, 2011). Despite the need for interdisciplinary
collaboration in the practice of academic work, the
question remains – how do academics actually collaborate
across scientific disciplines? This is the theoretical gap
that motivates the paper.
In this paper, we start exploring this question by
focusing on patterns of interdisciplinary scientific
collaboration using the example of research on mergers
and acquisitions (M&A). This choice bears interest for a
number of reasons. M&A represent a significant
contemporary phenomenon; they have become an
established, and increasing, means of corporate expansion
and renewal, shaping firms, industries and societies
(Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999; Faulkner et al., 2012).
Notwithstanding, M&A are a phenomenon studied across
disciplines, including economics, management, and
psychology. While calls have been made for increased
collaboration across the scholarly disciplines involved in
the study of M&A, to date we actually do not know
whether such interdisciplinary collaboration occurs, and
whether such collaboration bears benefits. Paralleling
recent investigations in sociology (Moody, 2004), in
M&A theorizing the question of whether the inquiry
ought to be led by unifying theories, or whether a host
of competing approaches to the study ofM&A can prevail
has been questioned (Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999;
Meglio and Risberg, 2010; Faulkner et al., 2012).
The research question guiding the paper is: What are
the patterns of scientific collaboration within and across
the disciplines involved in the study of M&A? We base
our findings on a social network analysis of co-authorship
patterns among M&A scholars between 1951 and 2014 in
30 leading academic journals and the book series
Advances in Mergers and Acquisitions. The analysis is
based on 940 papers, with a particular focus on the 687
co-authored papers written by 1,158 authors. The findings
contribute both to research on M&A and to the study of
scientific collaboration practices.
For the study of M&A, the paper documents the
evolution of collaborative practices within and across the
disciplines involved in the study of M&A over 64 years.
We observe that scientific collaboration in the form of
co-authoring has increased in the M&A scholarly
community since the 1990s. Nevertheless, only a very
small amount of the potential for collaboration is being
utilized. To this end, we observe that collaboration is not
equally spread, but is led by a minority of active scholars.
Also, collaboration is more frequent in certain sub-groups
within the research network and in certain disciplines. As
these sub-groups have recently become mutually
connected, we posit the emergence of a meta-level
community structure spanning disciplines heralded by
certain authors and author networks. This points to the
potential for a gradually integrated study of M&A.
In parallel, the paper contributes to research on
scientific collaboration. For one, through the example of
M&A, the paper analyzes collaborative practices in the
study of an inherently interdisciplinary phenomenon.
Surprisingly, despite the ongoing calls for the need for
interdisciplinary research, interdisciplinary collaboration
in the study of M&A has retained an increasing, though
relatively speaking static stance over the years. For
another, we identify three patterns of interdisciplinary
collaboration that further mark the disciplines involved
in the study of M&A. Third, in zooming into the micro-
level dynamics of collaborative practices, we frame the
role of individual scholars in terms of their distinct
contributions to scholarly work – be it in terms of
publication numbers, as federators or as interdisciplinary
scholars.
Our paper proceeds as follows. We provide next with
an overview of extant research on the role of scientific
collaboration and co-authorship practices across sciences,
followed by a review of the disciplines involved in the
study of M&A. The third section details our research
methods. In the fourth section, we present and analyze
our findings. The fifth section concludes by discussing
the contributions of the paper in light of extant theorizing.
Theoretical background
Co-authorship as a lens to study scientific collaboration
The majority of academic research takes its interest in the
world outside academia, whether studying its
environmental, physical, organizational or human
characteristics. In parallel, a field of study has emerged
that focuses on the practice of academic research. It is thus
that the sociology of knowledge reflects upon the conduct
of academic research, focusing in particular on the social
structures of academic communities (Kuhn, 1970;
Granovetter, 1973). The social structure of a research
community has been shown to affect the intellectual
structure of that field of study (Cappell and Guterbock,
1992; Ennis, 1992). Further, social structures affect the
speed at which new ideas evolve and become propagated
amid the wider academic and societal communities (Burt,
1987). Moody (2004) observes that sociology, a
theoretically fragmented and pluralistic discipline lacking
unifying theories, has become more socially integrated
through the rise in collaborative practices.
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If social structures matter, how can they be studied?
Social interaction patterns are one way of assessing an
academic field’s social structure (Granovetter, 1973). In
practice, much interest has been placed on academic
collaboration (Naband and Tollison, 2000; Newman,
2004). Despite the significance of collaboration for
academic research, Katz and Martin (1997) lament that
little attention has been paid to the concept of
collaboration in academic research. Although they bear
shortcomings, co-authorship has become an established
means of assessing degrees of academic collaboration
within disciplines (Smith, 1958; Katz and Martin, 1997).
Academic publishing is based on the premise that a
work is written by an author (Cronin, 1984, 2002). This
makes authorship a central concern in the study of
academic practice. Yet the form of this central academic
activity has changed over the course of history – the
patterns of authorship observed today differ markedly
from previous practice. Cronin (2002) explains how
initially, scientific work was published solo – as
evidenced by the work of philosophers or physicists in
the eras of French rationalism and English Empiricism
(Barthes, 1977). The professionalization of science, led
by the French academia in the late 18th century (Beaver
and Rosen, 1978), initiated the practice of co-authorship.
Following the Second World War, as the conduct of
research, particularly in the natural and physical sciences,
became more dependent upon instruments and complex
measurement tools, authors began to publish their findings
in teams (Cronin, 1995).
Since the middle of the 20th century, and in particular
upon the 1980s, the rise in academic collaboration and
co-authorship has increased manifold (Cronin, 2002) to
the extent that the future of single authorship has come
to be questioned (Gordon, 1980). Though co-authorship
has become the norm in science, technology and medicine
(Cronin, 2001) owing to the nature of research in these
areas, a rise of co-authorship practices has been observed
across scientific disciplines including the social sciences,
where half of published articles are co-authored
(Endersby, 1996). Glänzel’s (2002) study documents this
rise in the fields of biomedical research, chemistry and
mathematics in the 1980–1998 period. Cronin et al.
(2003) observe the rise of co-authorship in psychology
and philosophy. The rise of co-authorship has also
affected economics (Barnett et al., 1988; Piette and Ross,
1992; Durden and Perri, 1995; Hollis, 2001) as well as
accounting and finance, where two thirds of papers are
co-authored (Beattie and Goodacre, 2004). In some
natural sciences, including biomedicine or high-energy
physics, numbers of co-authors can reach hundreds
(Cronin, 2001). This shift in the nature of authorship has
led to the notions of hyper-authorship (Cronin, 2001),
ghost authorship (Cronin et al., 2003) and invisible
colleges (Crane, 1972) to being coined to the extent that
the future of ‘lonely wolf’ type scholarly writing has come
to be questioned amid the increasing demands of
academic work (Patel, 1973; Gordon, 1980). By the 21st
century, academic research, particularly but not limited
to the ‘big sciences’, is recognized as involving
interdisciplinary, international and inter-institutional
teamwork (Posner, 2001).
Nevertheless the patterns of co-authorship differ
between disciplines. Endersby (1996) observes that
disciplines have different forms of collaboration,
influenced by a discipline’s norms and research
methodology. Comparing the natural and social sciences,
Naband and Tollison (2000) find co-authorship to be
stronger in biology than economics; yet, intellectual
collaboration in the form of presentations and informal
commentary appears more prevalent in economics than
biology. In economics, co-authorship practices differ
depending on the area of specialization. Piette and Ross
(1992) find some economic specialties to be more
amenable to cooperation than others. In particular, when
authors engage in research outside their immediate areas
of expertise, they tend to collaborate more. It is thus that
business economists and industrial organization scholars
are more collaborative as compared to regular economists.
Co-authorships occur more extensively in quantitative
studies because of the need to use more complex
methodologies (Endersby, 1996; Hudson, 1996). This
has been confirmed in the field of management science
where more co-authorships were observed in highly
quantitative journals, especially US-based journals
(Acedo et al., 2006).
The rise in co-authorship practices has led to an inquiry
and reflection concerning the causes behind this trend.
Early indications of co-authorship reflected the
professionalization of academic institutions in a given
country (Beaver and Rosen, 1978). In the contemporary
research environment, collaboration is encouraged by
research funders and governmental policies (Katz and
Martin, 19997). In natural sciences, the demands for
complex instrumentation have become so great that
working alone would not suffice (Meadows, 1941).
Contemporary disciplines have become so advanced in
their inquiry that collaboration is required to address
complex problems (Manten, 1980). Opportunities for
cross-fertilization, learning from others, or training junior
researchers also count (Beaver and Rosen, 1978, 1979).
Performance rewards in terms of recognition, popularity
and visibility also explain co-authorship (Crane, 1972).
Barnett et al. (1988) studied the causes of co-authorship
in economics and found these to relate to a more efficient
division of labor amid highly specialized academic
disciplines, an opportunity to produce more efficiently,
and a risk diversification opportunity in the academic
journal reviewing process. Increasing pressures to publish
also deserve recognition as drivers of academic
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collaboration (Durden and Perri, 1995). Notwithstanding,
collaboration is not related to function or status, given that
the majority of Nobel laureates have been involved in
collaboration throughout their careers (Zuckerman, 1977).
A key question concerns the productivity impact of
collaboration. The positive productivity impact was
documented in the earliest study of co-authorship, based
on French academics in the early eighteenth century
(Beaver and Rosen, 1979). In their study of intellectual
collaboration in biology and economics, Nadler and
Tollisson (2000) conclude that collaboration via
co-authoring is a means of increasing the quantity and
quality of one’s productivity and market value. Cronin
and Shaw (2002) have found that citation rates are higher
for co-authored than single-authored papers. In particular,
international collaboration is on average associated with
higher citation impact (Glänzel, 2002). All the while, in
economics, Durden and Perri (1995) find that
co-authorship is related to article production efficiency;
yet single-authored papers remain more highly weighed.
Scholars have demonstrated that co-authoring improves
the quality of work (Bayer and Smart, 1991; Naband
and Tollison, 2000). Nevertheless, the extent of
co-authorship and its link to researcher productivity and
citation impact shows much variation across fields of
study (Glänzel, 2002).
In summary, extant research has documented the rise in
collaboration in academic research; thorough analyses of
the causes and consequences of this trend have been
completed. Despite these advances, this body of work
largely focuses on academic collaboration within
established disciplines, including biomedicine or manage-
ment. Recently, research has shifted to studying colla-
boration across specialties within a discipline, including
economics (Piette and Ross, 1992) or sociology (Moody,
2004). All the while, the need for interdisciplinary
research is increasing amid the complex challenges facing
society (König et al., 2013; van Rijnsoever and Hessels,
2011). Yet, there is little that we know about the patterns
of interdisciplinary academic collaboration: what forms
do they take, and how does this affect the resulting idea
structure in a field of study? This is the theoretical gap that
motivates the present paper. We focus on patterns of
interdisciplinary academic collaboration through the
example of a phenomenon studied by numerous dis-
ciplines, namely the study of mergers and acquisitions
(M&A). We move next onto appreciating the disciplines
involved in the study of M&A.
Disciplines involved in the study of M&A
ThoughM&A activity was first observed in the late 1890s
in the United States (Kolev et al., 2012), it is since the
1960s–1970s that research on M&A has increased.
Research on M&A is characterized by the fact that
numerous disciplines and theoretical bases are involved
in its study. Over the years, a number of categorizations
of M&A research in the form of reviews and books have
appeared (e.g., Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991; Larsson
and Finkelstein, 1999; Birkinshaw et al., 2000; Schweiger
and Goulet, 2000; Shimizu et al., 2004; Haleblian et al.,
2009; Faulkner et al., 2012).
M&A research was initiated by finance and economy
scholars in the 1970s. The main interest in this body of
work concerns the performance implications of M&A,
particularly as regards whether M&A create value to the
shareholders in the stock market. More precisely, this
body of research analyzes the impact of M&A on the
market value of the acquiring company and the acquired
firm. It has repeatedly shown that real positive gains
accrue to the shareholders of the acquired, but not the
acquiring firm (Jensen and Ruback, 1983; Agrawal and
Jaffe, 2000).
The next stream of work on M&A was initiated by
strategic management scholars, who started studying
wealth creation in acquisitions, with a focus on firms as
their unit of analysis (Birkinshaw et al., 2000). In this
discipline, authors have sought to understand the strategic
reasons for performance differences observed by finance
scholars. Since the 1980s, a number of potential
determinants of M&A success have been suggested,
including market share, relative size, pre-acquisition
experience, timing relative to the business cycle, and
business relatedness (Hitt et al., 2012).
The organizational studies literature has attended to
the behavioral implications of acquisitions, at both the
individual and organizational levels (Birkinshaw, 2000;
Mirc, 2013). Scholars in this domain have stressed the
importance of taking into account the psycho-
sociological dynamics in the analysis of organizational
change that constitute M&A (Levinson, 1970; Marks
and Mirvis 2001; Blake and Mouton, 1984). In this
approach, M&A are considered to affect the willingness
and ability of employees to become involved in the
merger (Sales and Mirvis, 1984; Buono et al., 1985;
Teerikangas, 2012; Mirc and Very, 2015). Succeeding
in such a radical change requires communications and
change management (Bastien, 1987; Schweiger et al.,
1987; Schweiger and Denisi, 1991). While many have
adopted a cultural perspective (Vaara, 2000; Teerikangas
and Very, 2006; Björkman et al., 2007), others have
anchored their theoretical argument in social identity
theory (Van Dick et al., 2006; Rouzies, 2011). Recent
research has shifted to appreciating the role of
employees’ interpretations and sense-making of the
changes following M&A (Vaara, 2003; Monin et al.,
2013).
The process literature is adjacent to both of the above,
that is, the strategic management and the organization
studies literatures. It was initiated by Jemison and Sitkin’s
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(1986) article advocating a process perspective to
acquisitions. Subsequently research has focused on
managerial actions to guide the post-acquisition
integration process, the type of integration implemented
(Shrivastava, 1986; Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991;
Birkinshaw et al., 2000; Angwin and Meadows, 2015),
and the steps to take toward synergy realization and
value creation (Cording et al., 2008). A variety of
theoretical perspectives are adopted, yet the message
remains the same: value creation stems from an effective
management of the M&A process. The process approach
contributes to both strategic and organization studies
literatures by providing contingency frameworks for
post-acquisition integration (Cartwright and Schoenberg,
2006).
In parallel, human resources management (HRM)
scholars have analyzed the organizational change
resulting from a merger (Thompson et al., 1992; DiFonzo
and Bordia, 1998; Greller, 2004; Marks and
Vansteenkiste, 2008). In particular, they have studied top
management retention (Siehl and Smith, 1990; Kiessling
and Harvey, 2006) and employees’ reactions and
intentions to leave (Dackert et al., 2003; Cho et al.,
2014). They have also analyzed the role of the human
resources function to M&A success (Aguilera and
Dencker, 2004; Bagdadli et al., 2014).
Finally, marketing scholars have focused on the role of
corporate identity, reputation and brands in an M&A
process (Feldman, 1969; Dacin and Brown, 2006; Bahadir
et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2011). More precisely, they study
brand redeployment in M&A (Capron and Hulland,
1999; Jaju et al., 2006) and the impact of brand and
marketing integration both on stock performance (Wiles
et al., 2012) and on post-merger performance (Homburg
and Bucerius, 2005).
In summary, we observe that M&A are a phenomenon
that has grasped the interest of numerous scholarly
disciplines and bodies of knowledge in the past decades.
Over the years, calls for developing interdisciplinary
approaches to appreciate the complexity of M&A have
been made (Schweiger and Walsh, 1990; Cartwright and
Cooper, 1995; Haleblian et al., 1999; Meglio and Risberg,
2010), and some authors have moved in this direction
(Pablo, 1994; Cartwright and Cooper, 1995; Larsson and
Finkelstein, 1999; Faulkner et al., 2012). These calls have
implied a debate on unified vs. scattered theoretical bases
in the study of M&A.
All the while, we actually do not know the extent of
interdisciplinary collaboration in the study of M&A, nor
do we know its effect on the resulting idea structure in
M&A research. In this study, we seek to appreciate
whether and how does collaboration occur in the study
of M&A. In particular, we explore the extent of within
vs. interdisciplinary collaboration in this field of work.
This will contribute not only to research on M&A, but
on a broader scale, to the study of academic collaboration
across disciplines. Given that social structures are
considered to find their reflection in idea structures, it
can be assumed that higher levels of collaboration amid
the M&A scholarly community would result in more




In line with the purpose of the study – to understand
interdisciplinary collaboration patterns among researchers
in the field of M&A, a social network approach was
adopted (Wassermann and Faust, 1994). The use of social
network analysis to study the social structures of scientific
communities has become established in the study of
academic collaboration (e.g., Crane, 1998; Freeman,
2004; Moody, 2004; Acedo et al., 2006). The advantages
of this method are that it is verifiable, relatively
inexpensive and unobtrusive (Subramanyam, 1983).
Our data collection and analysis proceeded in numerous
rounds. We began by considering the journals to be
included for the analysis. We then searched for M&A-
related articles in these journals and coded them. This
enabled us to gain an appreciation of the authors involved
in the study of M&A. In a third phase, we proceeded to
code these authors per research discipline. It was only
after this stage that we could move onto social network
analyses of the collaborative practices between the authors
engaged in the study of M&A. Toward the end of this
analysis, we focused on the largest, that is, the most
collaboratively intensive, component in the social network
of M&A scholars. We proceeded to a thematic,
methodological, historical and geographical analysis of
the papers/authors included in this component. We
provide a thorough overview of the research process over
the next sections.
Journal selection
To select the journals to be included in our analysis, we
first closely analyzed the ongoing debate concerning
journal rankings (Mingers and Harzing, 2007; Adler and
Harzing, 2009; Willmott, 2011; Tüselmann et al., 2015).
There are three classical ways of assessing journal quality:
(1) subjective (perceptual); (2) objective (citation-based);
and (3) a combination of subjective and objective
(hybrid). Each method to assess journal quality has been
criticized and has well-known methodological limitations
(Willmot, 2011; Tüselmann et al., 2015). Following
Tüselmann et al.’s (2015) recommendations, we opted
for a fourth way of assessing journal quality – the
‘meta’-ranking approach, which relies on a
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comprehensive selection of existing and reputable
rankings. Harzing’s Journal Quality List represents such
ameta-ranking. It consists in a combination of 22 rankings
from different international institutions and accreditation
agencies (Harzing, 2014). Harzing’s ranking includes
834 journals and is inter-disciplinary; consequently it is
well-adapted for the purposes of our analyses. Based on
Harzing’s (2014) categorization of subject areas
(disciplines), we considered seven categories: (1) general
management; (2) finance and accounting; (3) strategy
and international business; (4) organization studies and
organization behavior; (5) human resource management;
(6) marketing; and (7) psychology (see Table 1).
As it would have been virtually impossible to handle
the 834 journals included in the ranking, we decided to
limit the number of journals to the five top journals per
discipline. The selection process proceeded as follows.
We used the Journal Impact Factor provided by the
Journal Citation Reports (Thomson Reuters, 2013) to
refine and limit our sample (see Table 1). The use of
Journal Impact Factor has been lengthily criticized in the
literature (Glänzel and Moed, 2002; MacDonald and
Kam, 2007; Harzing and Van der Wal, 2009) but it
remains ‘the most widely accepted citation-based measure
of significance and performance of scientific journals’
(Tüselman et al. 2015: 12). The 5-year impact factor is
calculated as follows: the numerator is the number of
citations in the current year to all items published in a
journal in the previous five years. The denominator is
the number of articles (usually articles, reviews,
proceedings or notes; not editorials) published in those
same five years in the same journal. It is thus that for each
discipline, we selected the five best-ranked journals with
the highest impact factors to be included in our sample.
Table 1 Selected sources for Data Collection




Academy of Management Journal General Management 4.974 8.443 1958–2014
Academy of Management Review General Management 7.817 9.698 1976–2014
Journal of Management General Management 6.862 8.027 1975–2014
Journal of Management Studies General Management 3.277 5.196 1964–2014
Omega - International Journal of Management Science General Management 3.190 3.626 1973–2014
Accounting Organization and Society Finance and Accounting 2.109 3.834 1976–2014
Journal of Accounting Research Finance and Accounting 2.449 3.774 1963–2014
Journal of Finance Finance and Accounting 6.033 7.399 1946–2014
Journal of Financial Economics Finance and Accounting 3.769 5.719 1974–2014
Review of Financial Studies Finance and Accounting 3.532 6.257 1988–2014
British Journal of Management Strategy and International Business 1.909 2.661 1990–2014
Journal of International Business Studies Strategy and International Business 3.594 5.534 1990–2014
Journal of World Business Strategy and International Business 1.907 3.039 1965–2014
Long Range Planning Strategy and International Business 2.111 4.365 1968–2014
Strategic Management Journal Strategy and International Business 2.993 5.929 1980–2014
Strategic Organization Strategy and International Business 1.853 2.452 2003–2014
Administrative Science Quarterly Organization Studies 2.394 7.057 1956–2014
Journal of Organizational Behavior Organization Studies 3.262 4.734 1980–2014
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes Organization Studies 2.897 3.935 1966–2014
Organization Science Organization Studies 3.807 5.512 1990–2014
Organization Studies Organization Studies 2.504 3.355 1980–2014
Research in Organizational Behavior Organization Studies 1.250 4.870 1979–2014
Human Relations Human Resource Management 1.867 2.952 1965–2014
Human Resource Management Human Resource Management 1.395 2.517 1961–2014
Human Resource Management Review Human Resource Management 2.088 3.243 1991–2014
International Journal of Human Resource Management Human Resource Management 0.928 1.580 1990–2014
Journal of Human Resources Human Resource Management 1.559 3.324 1966–2014
Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science Marketing 3.410 4.518 1973–2014
Journal of Consumer Research Marketing 2.783 4.776 1974–2014
Journal of Marketing Marketing 3.819 6.682 1936–2014
Journal of Marketing Research Marketing 2.660 3.796 1964–2014
Marketing Science Marketing 2.208 3.012 1982–2014
Applied Psychology Psychology 2.098 3.565 1996–2014
Journal of Applied Psychology Psychology 4.367 6.952 1965–2014
Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology Psychology 2.480 3.052 1965–2014
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology Psychology 5.510 7.378 1990–2014
Personnel Psychology Psychology 4.540 5.845 1948–2014
Advances in M&A Edited Book on M&A NA NA 2000–2014
aThe 1rst figure (year) corresponds to the date of creation of the journal. We collected data until December 2014.
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In two disciplines (strategy and international business, and
organization studies and organization behaviour), we
included a sixth journal, as these journals had published
special issues dedicated to the study of M&A.
In addition to coding articles in the best-ranked peer-
reviewed journals across the selected disciplines, we
included all the issues of Advances in Mergers and
Acquisitions (2000–2014) into our analysis. Advances in
Mergers and Acquisitions is an annually published book
series focused on contemporary findings and reviews on
M&A, open to a wide range of disciplines. It can thus be
considered an important arena for not only sharing
findings on M&A, but also an important source for
studying collaborative practices in the study of M&A.
Article selection and coding
The papers were selected following a procedure similar to
the approach used in the social network analysis of
management research by Acedo et al. (2006): the Ebsco
and JStor Databases were searched for papers containing
the words ‘merger’ and/or ‘acquisition’ in the title,
keywords or abstract. For each journal, we collected all
articles (excluding book reviews) dealing with M&A
beginning with the journal’s first issue until December
2014. The information gathered in the final data set
comprises the authors’ names, their institutional
affiliations, publication information including journal
name, volume, issue, pages and year of publication and,
when available, keywords for the paper. We found no
papers on M&A in seven of the intially 37 selected
journals. The final dataset thus contains 940 articles: 833
articles published in 30 top-ranking American and
European journals and 107 articles published in Advances
in Mergers and Acquisitions in the period ranging from
1951 to 2014 (see Table 2). The starting date of 1951
derives from the fact that the first M&A related paper in
the list of selected journals has been published that year.
Coding of authors
Since our goal was to identify patterns of interdisciplinary
collaboration, the expertise or main research discipline of
each author had to be identified. The personal or
institutional website of each author was consulted or,
where available, their online résumé. We relied also on
professional social network websites such as Research
Gate or LinkedIn to triangulate information found on
institutional websites. In the majority of cases, this process
was straightforward, that is, we were able to identify an
author’s declared domain of expertise or research
specialty. In a minority of cases, we had to proceed to
further analyses. It is thus that in cases where no dominant
research domain was specified, the disciplinary focus of
the professorship was considered as decisive (in this case,
a scholar with a professorship in human resource
management was coded as a scholar in human resource
management, a professor of finance in finance, etc.). In
cases where no research discipline or professorship could
be identified, or where more than one specialty was stated
by a scholar, an author’s declared research interests were
taken into account – for instance, if the stated research
interests were ‘M&A’, ‘strategic moves’ and ‘inter-
organizational relationships’, the author was coded in
strategy; if the research interest covered ‘M&A’,
‘international finance’ and ‘corporate governance’, the
author was coded in finance – or, if not available, the
discipline in which the author majored at university. In
the latter cases, the author was coded separately by three
coders, following which inter-coder reliability was
checked to choose one discipline, per author. This
occurred 92 times in our sample and for each case, we
reach a satisfying inter-coder reliability of 92% (Perreault
and Leigh, 1989; Tinsley and Weiss, 2000). Only for six
authors, could no discipline be identified.
At the start of the coding exercise, we defined a pre-
established list of disciplines corresponding to the major
disciplines in management (strategy, finance, organization
studies, human resource management, marketing and
accounting). During the coding process, new disciplinary
codes emerged (psychology, economics, sociology,
operation management, communication sciences, political
science, law, tourism management, information systems
and mathematics) and were consequently added to the list.
This process led to 16 disciplines in which publishing
M&A scholars tend to be active. Another category also
emerged: practitioners. Forty-four authors were coded as
practitioners as they were not academics involved in a
specific discipline. Marginal categories (information
systems, mathematics, political sciences, law and tourism
management) were grouped under the same category
labeled others as there were only one to two authors per
category in these five disciplines. Overall, we obtained
14 categories including a not identified category for the
authors who were impossible to code. Table 3 summarizes
the distribution of authors per discipline.
Data analysis
Data were analyzed using a social network approach. This
approach emphasizes patterns of relationships between
actors in a population. The social network approach is
particularly suited for our research as co-authorships are
above all relational patterns. The use of social network
analysis to study social structures and processes of
scientific communities has become established in the
study of collaborative practices in academic research
(e.g., Crane, 1998; Freeman, 2004; Moody, 2004, Acedo
et al., 2006). The structure of the identified networks
serves to highlight the underlying dynamics of the studied
research communities. The social network approach
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enables the development of observable and visual
measures of collaborative networks among academic
researchers in a particular field of study, providing a
unique advantage compared with conventional content-
analytical methods (Borgatti and Cross, 2003; Cross
et al., 2006, 2008).
In our research approach, we were inspired by the
recent contributions on scientific collaboration patterns
in sociology (Moody, 2004) and in management (Acedo
et al., 2006). Thus, we studied the social network of
M&A scholars at the macro level (i.e., an analysis of the
network’s overall structure) and at the micro level (i.e.,
an analysis of the actual positioning of actors within
identified sub-groups in the network). ‘Actors’ are defined
as authors, while a ‘tie’ is defined by the activity of two
authors co-publishing a paper.
The identified co-authorship network was explored
through visualization and quantification techniques
using the social network software Pajek (Batagelj and
Mrvar, 1996). The data were organized into an adjunct
matrix, retracing author affiliation to papers. In the
matrix, papers are listed in lines and contributing
authors in columns. From this matrix, we generated a
two-mode network where one set of dots (or nodes)
are papers and another set of dots represents authors.
Links between papers and authors indicate that the
author has written (or co-written) the paper. Pajek
allows then extracting from this data the co-authorship
network in the form of a one-mode network, where a
joint contribution of two authors to a given paper is
transformed into a direct link between these two
authors. In the final one-mode network, dots are
therefore only representing authors and the link
between them refers to a joint paper.
The network takes into account whether two authors
have co-authored several papers together. This is reflected
Table 2 Distribution of M&A publications in selected journalsa
Journal Number of
papers
Number of papers with
several authors




Journal of Financial Economics 162 (19.42)* 119 43 2.12
Strategic Management Journal 115 (13.79)* 83 32 2.05
Journal of Finance 113 (13.55)* 82 31 2.07
Academy of Management Journal 48 (5.75)* 37 11 2.23
Journal of International Business Studies 41 (4.92)* 33 8 2.24
Long Range Planning 41 (4.92)* 21 20 1.68
Journal of Management 38 (4.55)* 28 10 2.18
Journal of Management Studies 37 (4.43)* 28 9 2.16
Organization Science 28 (3.36)* 24 4 2.28
Journal of World Business 24 (2.88)* 17 7 2.12
British Journal of Management 23 (2.76)* 19 4 2.60
Review of Financial Studies 22 (2.64)* 20 2 2.23
Human Resource Management 20 (2.39)* 15 5 2.20
Organization Studies 19 (2.39)* 12 7 2.00
Administrative Science Quarterly 18 (2.16)* 15 3 2.11
International Journal of Human Resource Management 15 (1.79)* 12 3 2.47
Strategic Organization 13 (1.56)* 12 1 2.15
Journal of Marketing 13 (1.56)* 7 6 1.92
Human Relations 13 (1.56)* 10 3 2.46
Academy of Management Review 11 (1.31)* 9 2 1.90
Journal of the Academy of Marketing 3 (0.36)* 3 0 2.66
Journal of Organizational Behaviour 3 (0.36)* 2 1 2.33
Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology 3 (0.36)* 3 0 3
Human Resource Management Review 2 (0.24)* 1 1 1.5
Journal of Marketing Research 2 (0.24)* 2 0 3
Omega - International Journal of Management Science 2 (0.24)* 1 1 2.00
Journal of Applied Psychology 1 (0.12)* 1 0 2
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 1 (0.12)* 1 0 3
Marketing Science 1 (0.12)* 1 0 2
Personnel Psychology 1 (0.12)* 1 0 2
Sub total for journals 833 (100)* 619 214 2.5
Advances in M&A 107 69 38 1.85
Total 940 688 252 2.40
() * Indicates the % of the peer-review journal dataset.
a For the following journals: Accounting Organization and Society, Applied Psychology, Journal of Accounting Research, Journal of Consumer Research,
Organizational Behaviour and Human Decision Processes, Research in Organizational Behaviour and Journal of Human Resources, we did not find any
article dealing with M&A. These journals were consequently excluded from the sample.
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in the network data by tie strength (i.e., the strength
of a relation between two authors being 1 if they have
written one paper together, 2 if they have written two
papers together, etc.). Other measures used in our
analysis include network density, degree centrality and
betweenness centrality. Network density refers to the
proportion of co-authorships that are actually observed
in the network relative to the total number of possible
ones. Degree centrality reflects the total number of co-
authors a given author has published with. Betweenness
centrality accounts for the level of connectedness
between co-authors of a given author. Component
analysis was used to assess the structural patterns of
the network at the level of sub-groups. A component
consists of a subgroup of interrelated authors who do
not co-author with members from other parts of the
network.
Sample description
The final dataset contains 940 articles: 833 articles
published in 30 top-ranking American and European
journals and 107 articles published in Advances in
Mergers and Acquisitions in the period ranging from
1951 to 2014 (see Table 2). For the study of co-authorship
practices, the 253 single-authored papers were removed
from the final dataset. Our findings are thus based on a
sample of 687 papers written by a total of 1,158 authors
in different co-authorship combinations.
The network is largely composed of strategy and
finance scholars. Both domains represent respectively
slightly more than one third of the network (35.5%, i.e.,
411 authors for strategy and 34.5%, i.e., 399 authors for
finance). 115 authors have a specialty in organization
studies (9.9%), 41 in marketing (3.5%), 41 in economics
(3.5%), 34 in human resource management (2.9%); 25
in accounting (2.2%), 21 in psychology (1.8%), and six
in sociology (0.5%). 44 authors (3.8%) were identified
as practitioners. Finally, a small number of authors co-
published papers with scholars specialized in research
fields that tend to be less involved in M&A research,
including operations management (five scholars),
communication science (three authors), political science,
mathematics, information systems, tourism management
or law studies (seven authors regrouped in category
others). For six authors (0.5% of the sample), no dominant
discipline was identified.
Findings
In this section we proceed to presenting and analyzing our
findings on the patterns of interdisciplinary collaboration
in the field of M&A research. In order to provide the
reader with an overview, we begin by describing the
trends of co-authorship practices in the field of M&A as
well as the main characteristics of the co-authorship
network, as this forms the basis for the subsequent
analyses. This also allows us to gain an appreciation of
the collaboration practices in M&A research as compared
to other fields of study.
Then we move onto analyzing patterns of
interdisciplinary co-authorships in the field of M&A
research. Our findings are on three fronts. For one, we
observe that interdisciplinary collaboration practices differ
between the disciplines involved in the study of M&A.
Second, we find that individual scholars undertake
distinguishable positions within the co-authorship
network – each position bearing a distinguishable
influence on inter-disciplinary work. Third, we zoom into
the co-authorship patterns and inter-disciplinary practices
in the most active co-authorship sub-group within the
M&A network. The latter comprises 15% of the authors
of the full sample and, given its recent interconnections,
points towards what might be an emerging
interdisciplinary community of M&A scholars.
Scientific collaboration in M&A research
We start by describing the main characteristics of the
co-authorship network in M&A research, and comparing
this with co-authorship networks observed in other
scientific fields.
In line with findings from other fields of study, M&A
research shows a tendency towards co-authoring, as
73.1% of all papers are co-authored by two or more
scholars, against 26.9% written by a sole author. What
is more, there is appetite for collaboration, as the trend
towards co-authorships has been increasing over time.
As Figure 1 shows, whereas single authored papers
dominated until the mid-1980s, the practice of
Table 3 Distribution of authors per discipline
Disciplines Number of
authors













Not Identified 6 0.52
Operations Management 5 0.43
Communication 3 0.26
Total 1158 100%
aOthers = Information Systems, Mathematics, Political Sciences, Law,
Tourism Management.
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co-authoring has since gained ground. This concords
with developments observed across various fields of
scientific study (e.g., Gordon, 1980; Cronin, 2001,
2003).
Nevertheless, M&A scholars are utilizing only a small
fraction of the collaborative opportunities available in
the scholarly network. This is highlighted via the network
density of the M&A co-authorship network, that is,
the relationship between the number of observed
co-authorships against all possible ones, which stands at
0.002. In other words, only 0.2% of all theoretically
possible co-authorships are actually in use. There thus
appears to be a paradox between increasing collaboration
on the one hand, while scholars are using only a small
proportion of co-authorship opportunities available on
the other hand. A similar trend is observed in management
and sports management (Acedo et al., 2006; Quatman and
Chelladurai, 2008). In order to appreciate this surprising
collaborative pattern, we move on next to analyzing
sub-group and author activity within the overall network.
We continue our analysis with a look at the sub-groups
or smaller communities of collaboration within the overall
network (see Figure 2). The structural composition of the
network enables identifying 304 unrelated components, or
sub-groups (see Table 4) in the overall network. Despite
an increasing tendency toward collaboration, a closer look
at the sub-groups of interlinked M&A scholars posits that
the majority tend to work in small, isolated communities
linking at best two to five authors. We observe three
different types of sub-groups.
The first type involves small groups collaborating in
isolation from the rest of the network. We find as many
as 149 isolated dyads; this means that 298 authors (or
25.7% of the authors in the entire network) are linked to
only one other author, with no connection to any other
authors. Another quarter of authors (276 authors, i.e.
23.8%) are involved in isolated triads, which means that
the three authors composing the triad are only related to
one another, without a publication history with the
remainder of the network. About one out of ten scholars
(9.7%) is part of groups linking four authors and 4.3%
of groups with five authors. The second type comprises
medium sized groups of interlinked scholars. 171 authors
(14.8%) are part of components regrouping between six to
thirteen authors. Finally, the third type refers to larger
groups, linking between 16 and 21 scholars (72 scholars,
i.e. 6.2%) and the major component. This most important
sub-group comprises 179 authors, so 15.46% of the
network.
We now move onto appreciating authors’ collaborative
practices. We do this by measuring the degree centrality
for all involved authors. This enables exploring the pattern
of the network at a micro level. In line with the findings on
the sub-groups, we observe that the majority of scholars
publish with a very small group of co-authors, whereas a
small minority is actively collaborating with numerous
co-authors. On average, M&A scholars are related to
2.13 other scholars which means that on average, each
author has co-published a paper with only two other
authors in the field of M&A studies.
Most scholars have been involved in co-authorships
with only one or two other scholars: 435 authors
(37.6%) have one co-author, and 435 (37.6%) have two
co-authors. 13.6% of authors have published papers with
three scholars, and 6.22% with four different scholars
(6.22%). Twenty-six authors have co-authored papers
with five different colleagues and 13 authors have six
different co-authors. For five authors, we recorded more
than ten different co-authors. In other words, collaborative
practices in M&A research are led by a few very active
scholars.
Finally, we look at the frequency of repeated co-
authorships (the number of papers published by the same
dyad), or tie strength. In line with the findings above, we
observe that most co-authorships are unique events, that
is, in 87.54% of cases, scholars have only published one
paper together. The proportion of repeated co-authorships
is accordingly low. In just 12.46% of cases (154 co-
authorships) have the authors published more than one
paper together. The proportion declines significantly with




1951 corresponds to the 1st paper dealing with M&A found in the selected journals. Data includes papers published until December 2014
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the number of co-written papers: 111 (8.9%) co-
authorships were observed where authors co-published
two papers, 24 cases where authors co-wrote three papers,
and 13 cases where authors co-published four papers. In
five cases, authors co-published five papers, and in one
case as many as six different papers together.
Compared with co-authorship networks in other
scientific fields (see |Table 5), M&A research appears to
be relatively less collaborative. This is indicated by a
lower average degree of authors, a higher number of
unrelated components and a smaller size of the main
component of the network, pointing towards more
clustering, that is, the presence of more unrelated sub-
groups than for other scientific fields. Although network
density is, similarly to the field of sports management,
ten times higher than for the more encompassing field of
management and organization studies, this result needs
to be put in perspective since the likelihood of
collaborating within an author around a specific topic
(M&A, sports management) is overall higher than in the
large field of management science in general. Also,
network density is negatively correlated with network
size, so that the lower density of the management network
is also due to the much bigger sample size used in this
study.
In summary, our analysis of collaborative practices in
the field of M&A research gives us a two-sided image.
The upside is that the degree of collaboration is high in
that 73% of papers are co-authored, and this trend is on
the increase. The downside is that collaboration tends to
be led by a minority of scholars in the network, who not
only publish with their peers, but also engage in repeated
co-authorships. This is reflected in the structure of the sub-
groups in that only 15% of the authors are part of a larger
sub-group, that is, the major component in the network. In
contrast, the majority of scholars are connected to a small
amount of their peers, co-author less, and rarely engage in
repeated co-authorships. Collaboration in the field of
M&A bears elements of an engagement hierarchy, with
some more active, some medium, and a majority of less
active players. Though collaboration is increasing, it is
not equally spread. This helps to explain why the network
is not near to exploiting its full collaboration potential.
Figure 2 M&A co-authorship network from 1951 to 2014
Note: Authors are represented by dots and co-authorships between them by lines
Table 4 Number of sub-groups (components) in the M&A co-authorship
network
Number of authors in
sub-group
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Co-authorship practices within and across disciplines:
differential tendencies towards interdisciplinary
collaborations
Degree of interdisciplinary collaboration We start by
analyzing the extent of co-authorships within and across
the disciplines involved in the study of M&A.
Interestingly, we observe a stronger tendency of scholars
to co-publish with scholars specialized in the same field.
Indeed, two thirds of co-authorships in M&A research
are found to be mono-disciplinary and only about one
third are inter-disciplinary. Table 6 presents the proportion
of mono-disciplinary (in italic) and inter-disciplinary
collaborations for the studied research disciplines.
Table 6 reads as follows: for example, 62% of all the co-
authorships of strategy scholars are conducted with
another strategy scholar, 15% of co-authorships of
strategy scholars are conducted with a scholar in
organization studies, 41% of co-authorships of
organization studies scholars are conducted with a scholar
in strategy, etc.
Three patterns of interdisciplinary collaboration Our
analysis points towards three different co-authorship
patterns. We term the first pattern ‘mono-disciplinary
collaboration’, as it concerns a preference to co-author
with one’s disciplinary peers. Such mono-disciplinary
co-authorship practice characterizes finance scholars,
representing 81% of the co-authorships of the latter. The
second pattern is termed ‘partial interdisciplinary
collaboration’. This pattern consists in a similar
propensity towards co-authorships with peers but here
scholars demonstrate in parallel some willingness to
collaborating across disciplines. This is the case for
strategy and marketing scholars who tend to publish with
their disciplinary peers (i.e., other strategy/marketing
scholars, with 62% of mono-disciplinary co-authorships
for strategy scholars and 53% for marketing scholars).
However, when they collaborate with scholars from other
disciplines, these disciplines vary. Thus, despite their
strong tendency to collaborate within their disciplinary
basis, strategy scholars co-author with scholars from
nearly all of the identified disciplines. The tendency for
strategy scholars for inter-disciplinary co-authorships is
most likely if the co-author is specialized in organization
studies (15.19%), and to a lesser extent in finance and
economics (respectively 5.78% and 4.70%), human
resource management (2.55%) or marketing (1.88%). In
turn, for marketing scholars, strategists are the most
important inter-disciplinary co-authors (23.33% of the
co-authorships of marketing scholars occur with a strategy
scholar), the second being researchers in organization
studies (8.3%), the third those in communication science
(6.67%). We observe a comparable although a bit less
pronounced behavior from the psychology and
accounting scholars in our sample.
We call the third collaborative pattern ‘interdisciplinary
collaboration’. This third group stands out by a distinct
tendency to engage in inter-disciplinary co-authorships.
This is the case for scholars in organization studies (OS)
and human resource management (HRM) where the
majority of co-authorships are cross-disciplinary, as they
link a scholar in OS or HRM to researchers in other
disciplines. The tendency to publish with peers is here
fairly less pronounced (31.2% of mono-disciplinary co-
authorships for OS scholars and 16.0% for HRM
scholars). When specialized in organization studies, co-
authors are primarily strategy scholars (in 40.5% of cases),
and to a much lesser extent scholars in human resource
management (9.3%) or psychology (3.6%). In turn,
organization studies scholars are preferred co-authors for
those coming from HRM (40.6% of co-authorships
involving one HRM scholar), strategy scholars occupying
here the second position (29.7%).
In summary, in the study of M&A, monodisciplinary
collaboration is more frequent than interdisciplinary
collaboration. What is more, this frequency varies across
disciplines. We identify three collaborative approaches







Medicinec Physicsc High Energy
Physicsc
ITc
Number of authors (sample size) 1,158 10,176 1,494 1,520,251 52,909 56,627 11,994
Network density 0.002 0.0002 0.002 - - - -
Average degree centrality 2.13 2.43 - 18.1 9.7 173 3.59
Number of components 304 143 - - - - -
Main component size 179 4,625 927 1,395,693 44,337 49,002 6,396
Main component % 15.5% 45.4% 62,0% 92.6% 85.4% 88.7% 57.2%
2
nd
component size 21 23 26 49 18 69 42
Clustering coefficient 0.476 0.681 - 0.066 0.430 0.726 0.496
Data adapted from:
aAcedo et al. (2006).
bQuatman and Chelladurai (2008).
cNewman (2001).
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that characterize the disciplines involved in the study of
M&A. Whereas scholars from organizational studies and
human resource management are more inclined towards
interdisciplinary collaboration, scholars in finance and to
a lesser extent in strategy tend towards mono-disciplinary
publishing.
Exemplars of interdisciplinary research The greatest
likelihood of inter-disciplinary co-authorships is observed
between strategy and OS scholars. Strategy research on
M&A focuses on identifying strategic factors that explain
performance variations between acquisitions – this
includes size, strategic fit, type of transaction, etc. The
field of organizational studies aims at explaining M&A
underperformance inherent to the challenge of post-deal
integration, pointing towards issues arising from
differences in corporate cultures, employee reactions and
resistance to change. If both disciplines evolved largely
separately in M&A literature, some common ground has
been found through the combination of strategic and
organizational factors. One exemplar is the process
approach to M&A which proposes a contingency lens to
acquisition integration approaches and outcomes
(Jemison and Sitkin, 1986; Haspeslagh and Jemison,
1991). Drawing on strategic management and
organizational behavior literature, Birkinshaw et al.
(2000) extended the appreciation of post-acquisition
integration by proposing a model of acquisition
integration that underlines the interplay of human and
task-related factors. In a similar vein, Haleblian and
Finkelstein’s (1999) organizational learning perspective
to acquisition experience contributed to a refined
understanding of how acquisition experience affects
M&A performance. A classic in the field also includes
the case-survey by Larsson and Finkelstein (1999) which
is based on an interdisciplinary theoretical framework to
explain M&A performance.
Another topic that has witnessed inter-disciplinary
work between strategy and OS scholars relates to the role
of top management teams on M&A performance.
Scholars such as Beckman and Haunschild (2002), Corner
& Kinicki (2005) or Devers et al. (2013), have addressed
how strategic acquisition-related decisions are made at the
top management level. They highlight the importance of
the human component in strategic decision-making. A
second area of mutual investigation relates to the effect
of top management turnover on organizational outcomes.
Using a strategic management based capital investment
model, Buchholtz et al. (2003) study the likelihood for
CEO departure through Becker’s, largely OS-based
human capital theory. Kiessling et al. (2012) apply
psychological contract theory to study the retention of
keymanagement members and its effects on global supply
chain performance. Their approach to study top manager
retention applying psychological contract theory was
significantly different from the extent literature in that
domain.
Finally, we observe that strategy and finance scholars
do not collaborate with each other, or only to a very
limited extent. This comes as a surprise as these
disciplines represent the largest author groups in the
network, together accounting for two thirds of all authors.
Collaboration opportunities are thus – at least statistically
speaking – not lacking.What is all the more striking in this
absence of collaboration is the topical proximity of the
two fields; a combination of these two perspectives bears
potential, be it in terms of theories, study topics or
methodologies. We can cite, for instance, the paper from
Kroll and Caples (1987), one of the few cross-disciplinary
publications between strategy and finance scholars, in
which the authors develop a model on strategic target
selection based on a pricing method developed in finance.
In a similar vein, inter-disciplinary work between these
two fields could help to develop measures of M&A
performance. Both disciplines have accumulated a
thorough body of knowledge that could benefit from a
tighter connection between these complementary research
approaches.
Cross-disciplinary co-authoring: no need to be a star for
that!
A look at the micro level enables comprehending
individual authors’ contributions to the observed social
structure underlying M&A research, and to inter-
disciplinary collaborations in particular. Table 7 presents
the results of three author-centered measures, namely (1)
an author’s prominence in the co-authorship network,
(2) an author’s network federating activity, and (3) the
level of an author’s involvement in interdisciplinary
research. For each measure, only the first quartile of
authors is presented, as this is a relevant threshold used
in literature studying actor centrality (Burt, 2005).
MeasuresWe start by presenting the measures used in this
analysis. Author network prominence is measured by the
weighted degree of a single author, that is, the number
of different co-authorships s/he is involved with, taking
into account multiple co-authorships with a same co-
author. Prominence reflects an author’s importance in
the network, his/her influence, as well as his/her capacity
to reach other members of the network (Pfeffer and
Salancik, 1978). In order to evaluate an author’s network
federating activity, that is, the extent to which s/he
connects with other non-connected authors of the
network, we measured for each author his/her
betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1979). The score
reflects an author’s position as a ‘federator’, actively
contributing to community building by linking otherwise
unconnected parts of the network. The third score reflects
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the level on an author’s involvement in interdisciplinary
research. It is calculated as the number of a scholar’s co-
authorships with scholars from different research
disciplines.
Three author categories Based on this analysis, what is it
that we find? Beginning with author prominence, we find
that the most prominent authors are Vaara, Lubatkin and
Hitt. The two latter, together with Larsson are also the
most important ‘federators’ in the network. This means
that they are at the same time co-authoring with many
other scholars and that their co-authorships are building
bridges to other scholars their co-authors are not directly
related with. Finally, Vaara is not only the most
prominent M&A scholar in the network but also the
author who collaborates the most with scholars from
other disciplines. The latter is also the case for Schweiger
and De Jong.
Prominent authors tend to be strategy scholars, with the
exception of the most prominent author, Vaara, whose
work is more closely inscribed in the field of organization
studies. The prominence of strategy scholars might not
come as a surprise, given the higher overall number of
strategy scholars in the network as well as their tendency
for monodisciplinary collaboration. The fact that of the
finance scholars, who are as present in the overall network
as much as strategy scholars, only three are occupying
prominent positions points however towards a particular
position of strategy scholars that cannot simply be
explained with their overrepresentation. It reveals for
instance that strategy scholars publish more papers and
with a higher number of different colleagues than their
finance counterparts. It also suggests that strategy scholars
exert the highest intellectual influence inside the network,
since their ideas are more likely to reach many other
authors in the network. This is emphasized by the fact that
strategy scholars are also important federators inside the
network, bridging through their co-authorships unrelated
parts of the network. This allows them to access different
groups or authors more easily but also to diffuse their
ideas more directly across them.
Among the federators, we note however the important
role of organizational scholars, especially among the
higher ranks (Larsson – 2nd position, Stahl – 4th position,
Vaara –5th position). Finance scholars, and actually also
scholars from other fields, except strategy, are absent.
Organization scholars are not only active network
spanners, they also engage most extensively in
Table 7 Author positions in the M&A co-authorship network
Prominent authors (weighted degree) Federators (betweenness centrality) Interdisciplinary authors (weighted degree
in inter-disciplinary co-authorships)
Vaara,. Eero 33 Lubatkin, Michael 0.0143 Vaara, Eero 11
Lubatkin, Michael 30 Larsson, Rikard 0.0102 Schweiger, David M. 10
Hitt, Michael A. 29 Hitt, Michael A. 0.0099 De Jong, Menno D. T. 8
Very, Philippe 22 Stahl, Günter K. 0.0074 Bresman, Henrik 8
Haleblian, Jerayr 18 Vaara, Eero 0.0064 Lubatkin, Michael 7
Harrison, Jeffrey S. 18 Lane, Peter 0.0063 Haleblian, Jerayr 7
Hoskisson, Robert E. 16 Tyler, Beverly B. 0.0063 Sarala, Riikka M. 7
Tienari, Janne 15 Reuer, Jeffrey J. 0.0056 Bartels, Jos 7
Reuer, Jeffrey J. 15 Very, Philippe 0.0049 Pruyn, Ad 7
Ireland, R. Duane 14 Weber, Yaakov 0.0044 Devers, Cynthia E. 6
Harford, Jarrad 14 Zollo, Maurizio 0.0043 Cho, Bongsoon 6
Stahl, Günter K. 13 Singh, Harbir 0.0034 Very, Philippe 5
McNamara, Gerry M. 12 Tarba, Shlomo Y. 0.0030 Weber, Yaakov 5
Schweiger, David M. 12 Finkelstein, Sydney 0.0025 Finkelstein, Sydney 5
Stulz, René M. 12 Teerikangas, Satu 0.0023 Cartwright, Sue 5
Singh, Harbir 11 Laamanen, Tomi 0.0021 Björkman, Ingmar 5
Calori, Roland 11 Harrison, Jeffrey S. 0.0020 Van Dick, Rolf 5
Laamanen, Tomi 11 Haleblian, Jerayr 0.0019 Ullrich, Johannes 5
Capron, Laurence 10 Cannella, Albert A. Jr. 0.0018 Puttonen, L. 5
Veiga, John F. 10 Schijven, Mario 0.0017 Gammelgaard, Jens 5
Child, John 10 Chatterjee, Sayan 0.0017 Werr, Andreas 5
Weber, Yaakov 10 Hambrick, Donald C. 0.0016 Stahl, Günter K. 4
King, David R. 9 Anand, Jaideep 0.0016 McNamara, Gerry M. 4
Pitkethly, Robert 9 Reus, Taco 0.0015 Birkinshaw, Julian 4
Kang, Jun-Koo 9 Schweiger, David M. 0.0015 Haunschild, Pamela 4
Mitchell, Will 9 Angwin, Duncan 0.0013 Clougherty, Joseph A. 4
De Jong, Menno D. T. 9 Noorderhaven, Niels G. 0.0013 Dörrenbächer, Christoph 4
Ragozzino, Roberto 9 Gates, Stephen 0.0012 Buchholtz, Ann K. 4
Noorderhaven, Niels G. 9 Krishnan, Hema 0.0010 Wright, Peter 4
Sarala, Riikka M. 9 Barkema, Harry G. 0.0008 Weitzel, Utz 4
Network mean value 2.52 0.0001 0.74
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interdisciplinary collaborations. Scholars specialized in
strategy are here much less present, confirming their
tendency to publish with peers rather than with scholars
from other domains. What is striking is the great variety
of disciplines represented by these interdisciplinarily
inclined authors. Besides organization and strategy
scholars, scholars in communication, marketing, human
resource management, psychology, economics and
finance are among those authors who co-publish the most
across disciplines.
Interestingly, authors who are engaged in these
interdisciplinary collaborations are not necessarily
prominent in the overall network, nor do they occupy
particular positions as ‘network federators’. This suggests
that engaging in interdisciplinary co-authorships is not
conditioned by the prominence of an author or his/her
capacity to access new authors through his/her network.
In other words, the position of an author within the social
structure of M&A research does not seem to influence
his/her capacity to co-publish with a scholar of another
domain.
From islets of collaboration to the gradual emergence of
an M&A community
To appreciate the antecedents and the extent of inter-
disciplinary co-authoring, we continue our inquiry by
focusing on the most important interconnected sub-group
in the network. In the following we analyze the
composition and development of this group, which could
be considered as an emergent interdisciplinary M&A
community. This major component comprises 179
authors, that is, 15.46% of all authors in the network,
representing ten disciplines. In total, they have authored
152 papers, this representing 22.1% of all papers in our
sample. Table 8 presents the main characteristics of this
major component and enables a comparison with the
overall network of M&A co-authorships.
A closer look highlights that network density in the
major component is 2%, thus ten times higher than in
the overall co-authorship network. In other words,
scholars in the major component have exploited ten times
more of the theoretically possible co-authorship
opportunities as compared to other authors in the entire
network. It needs to be considered, though, that the higher
density is related to the fact that through the major
component analysis, we isolated a group of interlinked
scholars, whereas in the whole network also unrelated
parts of the network were taken into account.
Notwithstanding, the higher density score points towards
a relative cohesion within this sub-group. This means that
within the group, scholars tend to collaborate quite
significantly. This is also reflected by a higher average
number of co-authors per author (degree) in the major
component as well as the increased proportion of repeated
co-authorships: authors co-publish on average with more
than three different authors from within the component
(i.e., this sub-group) and this in 15.4% of cases more than
once.
We find a slightly higher proportion of interdisciplinary
papers in the major component (32.89%, i.e., 50 papers)
as compared to the entire network (30.16%). In
comparison with the overall network, strategy scholars
are the only dominant discipline in the major component.
The proportion of strategy scholars is with 62.7% (114
authors) two times higher than their proportion in the
overall network. In contrast, finance scholars are, with
one exception, absent from the major component.
The presence of ten disciplines in the major component
points towards a highly interdisciplinary group. Scholars
in organizational studies are the ones who are, after
strategy scholars, most represented in this sub-network.
They regroup 21.8% of all authors in the major
component (i.e., 39 authors), followed by scholars in
economics (five authors), human resource management
(four authors), accounting (three authors), marketing
(two authors), tourism management and mathematics
(one author respectively). Scholars in strategy and
organization studies have a high propensity to be part of
this emerging community: 27.7% of all strategy scholars
and 33.9% of all organization studies scholars are
involved in this sub-group.
Four sub-groups within the major component. The major
component consists of four further sub-communities, as
illustrated in Figure 3. A closer look at these sub-groups
shows that they have developed independently since the
mid-1980s and have come to be integrated into one
community (i.e., the major component) only rather
recently. In order to further our appreciation of the
interdisciplinary collaborative practices inM&A research,
we proceeded to a detailed analysis of all the papers in
these four sub-groups. In the following, we share our
findings as regards the composition of these sub-
communities, their research patterns and topics,
discussing implications for M&A research.
The first sub-community was born in 1987 with the
paper by Lubatkin and O’Neill (1987). This community
grew mainly during the 1990s and early 2000s. It is
Table 8 Characteristics of the entire M&A network and the major
component
Entire network Major component
Number of authors (n) 1,158 179
Number of papers 687 152
Network density 0.002 0.02
Average degree 2.13 3.39
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composed of 26 papers out of which 65.4% are
quantitative, 19.2% are theoretical and 15.4% are
qualitative. This sub-group is largely US-led; its central
actor is Lubatkin. Interestingly, his French ties have
opened the community to individual European scholars
from France and Finland. Although this sub-community
started with an emphasis on quantitatively-oriented
research approaches, focusing on corporate strategy and
risk management, the sub-community was later joined
by organizational scholars who introduced qualitative
approaches. This broadened the scope of topics to also
include post-acquisition integration from cultural and
managerial perspectives. This translated into a stronger
tendency towards interdisciplinary papers published by
this sub-community: more than half (53.8%) of all papers
are co-authored by scholars from different disciplines.
The second sub-component consists of 19 papers; it
emerged at the beginning of the millennium with a paper
co-authored by Hellgren et al. (2002). Together with the
fourth sub-community, it is the presently most active
sub-community. As with the first sub-community, the
proportion of interdisciplinary publications is high
(42.1%). Methodologically, scholars in this sub-
community are mainly using qualitative methods (47.5%
of papers) and to a lesser extent quantitative ones
(31.5% of papers), while 21% of papers are theoretical.
The group is international in scope, counting European
scholars, with a Finland-based majority, as well as some
US-based scholars. The topics tackled by this sub-group
include cultural differences, discourse and language, trust
and justice and focus mainly on post-integration dynamics
at the micro-level.
The third sub-community started in 1990 with a paper
by Hitt et al. (1990) and was mainly active in the 1990s
and early 2000s (with the exception of two recent papers).
Members of this sub-community have published sixteen
papers, employing mainly quantitative research methods.
This is the case for 68.5% of the papers published by this
group. Here, 25% are theoretical papers and only 6.3% are
based on qualitative research approaches. All authors of
this sub-group are US-based. They focus on a variety of
topics related to the M&A decision making process, the
impact of M&A on innovation, the consequences of
M&A in terms of divestiture and corporate restructuring,
the performance of M&A and the role of synergies and
complementarity. The group is composed by strategy
scholars. The proportion of interdisciplinary papers
published by its members is accordingly low (two out of
16 papers).
The fourth sub-group, initiated by a paper by
Montgomery and Singh in 1987, has published 22 papers.
These are almost exclusively based on quantitative
research designs (90.4% versus 4.8% theoretical and
4.8% qualitative). As with the third sub-community, all
authors are US-based strategy scholars. The scope of
interdisciplinary papers (i.e., two papers) is very low.
Addressed research topics relate to strategic decision
making in the pre-acquisition phase. A second more
marginally investigated topic concerns integration
strategy in technology-based acquisitions.
Figure 3 Emergence of the major sub-groups of M&A scholars
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The analysis of these sub-groups leads to identifying
two types of communities: a first one that distinguishes
itself by cross-national co-authorships, method variety
and interdisciplinary collaborations (sub-communities 1
and 2), and a second one portraying a high level of
national, disciplinary and methodological homogeneity
(sub-communities 3 and 4). While the former type relates
mainly to European and US-based scholars from various
disciplines making use of quantitative and qualitative
methods to study managerial challenges of post-
integration processes, the latter represents US-based
strategy scholars collaborating with peers within their
own discipline, using exclusively quantitative methods
to address pre-acquisition decision making and
determinants of M&A performance at the corporate level.
Toward an M&A community. We next take a look at the
evolution of these four sub-communities over time. We
also explore linkages between them in order to appreciate
how the major component that they are part of, i.e. the
network’s largest group of interconnected M&A scholars,
came into being as it exists today.
Figure 3 shows the emergence of the major component
and its four sub-communities in time. The graphs present
the accumulative growth within five-year intervals,
starting in 1984 when the first joint paper amid the major
component was published. The sub-communities emerged
at roughly the same time, that is, the 1990s (except sub-
community 2 which appeared later). They evolved
independently, largely in parallel, over the next two
decades. It is only very recently that joint co-authorships
between members of these subgroups have emerged,
notably by members of sub-community 1 bridging sub-
communities 2 and 3. In this way, we start to see by
2014 the emergence of a connected M&A community.
How did these connections take place? Sub-
communities 1 and 3 were connected in 2000 by a paper
from Harrison et al. (2000) published in the book series
Advances in Mergers and Acquisitions. This book chapter
made a link between pre-acquisition decision making and
post-merger integration processes. The link between sub-
communities 1 and 2 was only established in 2011
through an interdisciplinary paper by Stahl et al. (2011)
on the role of trust in M&A integration. Finally, the link
between sub-communities 3 and 4 was coined in 2013
through a paper co-authored by Reuer et al. (2013)
focused on governance modes. This late appearance of a
joint paper of both groups appears surprising within the
overall dynamics of the network. Both groups are
composed of US-based strategy scholars, using similar
methods and studying related topics, bearing a low
tradition for outwardly collaboration until this paper.
In summary, this evolutionary analysis leads us to
observe that gradually the four sub-groups within the
largest component in the M&A scholarly network have
become interlinked, to the extent that since 2013, this
focal M&A network is interconnected. This points to the
gradual structural integration of the M&A scholarly
community. We need to be careful with the implications
of this finding, though, as the linkages between three of
the four sub-communities are very recent. All the while,
follow-up publications between some of the sub-
communities point towards the possibility of a
strengthening of these linkages. Thus, it can be expected
that the emerging M&A scholarly community would tend
toward further integration over time.
Discussion
In this paper, we explore the patterns of interdisciplinary
scientific collaboration, using the example of research on
M&A as the context of study. M&A offer an interesting
lens to the study of interdisciplinary collaboration,
given that this contemporary corporate and societal
phenomenon is being studied by academics across
numerous disciplines. In line with research on scientific
collaboration, we used co-authorships as a proxy for
academic collaboration, and we analyzed collaboration
patterns amid the M&A scholarly community using a
social network analysis approach. Our findings offer the
following contributions to extant research.
Contributions for research on scientific collaboration
Our main contribution to research on scientific
collaboration is to extend this line of work from the study
of single disciplines (Endersby, 1996; Barnett et al.,
1998) or specialties within disciplines (Piette and Ross,
1992), to the study of an interdisciplinary phenomenon
through the example of M&A. To our knowledge, this
is the first time that a phenomenon vs. a discipline is
studied as regards its scientific collaboration practices.
Such a context enables the study of the practices of
interdisciplinary collaboration.
To begin with, we note that interdisciplinary
collaboration is not a given. Despite increasing calls for
collaboration across all streams of academic research,
research onM&Ahas retained an increasing, though timid
appetite for interdisciplinary collaboration. While overall,
scientific collaboration in the study ofM&A has increased
over time, interdisciplinary collaboration has averaged
30% throughout the 1951–2014 period. In other words,
the increase in interdisciplinary research parallels the
increase in collaboration overall. Though this does
represent a continuous increase in interdisciplinary
collaboration in the studied period, taking a critical lens,
one could argue that interdisciplinary research is not
gaining ground more rapidly than collaboration overall.
The lack of appetite for increasing the role of
interdisciplinary research beyond a third of all co-authored
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papers can be attributed to several reasons. Amid
increasing competition, academic career progression has
become based on publication record. This promotes
conventional research approaches to the detriment of
exploring at the interdisciplinary crossroads. In parallel,
academic journals remain discipline oriented, requiring a
focused discipline-related contribution. Nevertheless, the
finding does call for some concern, as it stands in stark
contradiction with the increasing calls for interdisciplinary
research, particularly in tackling complex, nefarious,
global problems (van Rijnsoever and Hessels, 2011;
König et al., 2013).
Second, our findings extend the debate on how patterns
of scientific collaboration vary across disciplines. Based
on previous research, it has been established that
disciplines have varying tendencies toward scientific
collaboration (Endersby, 1996; Cronin, 2002; Glänzel,
2002). Collaboration is more frequent in the natural than
social sciences (Naband and Tollison, 2000). Differences
in collaborative practices have been attributed to a
discipline’s norms and research methodology (Endersby,
1996). It is thus that research in fields requiring
quantitative methods tends to have higher collaboration
rates than research in fields reliant on qualitative
approaches (Hudson, 1996; Acedo et al., 2006).
Our findings extend this line of inquiry into patterns of
interdisciplinary collaboration. We find that
interdisciplinary collaboration does not occur equally
throughout the network. We identify three patterns of
interdisciplinary collaboration: monodisciplinary, partly
interdisciplinary, and largely interdisciplinary. These
patterns characterize the disciplines involved in the study
of M&A, in that some disciplines are more markedly
monodisciplinary while others engage more eagerly into
interdisciplinary research. Finance scholars appear rather
isolated in that they co-author largely (81%) with their
disciplinary peers; they are even more isolated than their
peers in the overall UK accounting and finance
community, who co-author 25% of their papers (Beattie
and Goodacre, 2004). Taken together, these findings point
to a tendency for finance scholars not to opt for
interdisciplinary collaboration. We term strategy scholars
partly interdisciplinary. Though the majority of their work
is co-authored with strategy peers, in 38% of their co-
authored papers they involve other disciplines,
particularly organizational studies scholars. Scholars in
organizational studies and human resource management
are the most active interdisciplinary collaborators, as
70% of their co-authored papers are interdisciplinary.
These findings on how disciplines vary in their practice
of interdisciplinary collaboration contradict extant
findings on how disciplines differ in their engagement to
scientific collaboration. Extant research posits that
quantitatively oriented disciplines engage more in
collaborative research (Endersby, 1996; Hudson, 1996).
In contrast, we find such disciplines (i.e., finance and
strategy scholars) to be less prone to interdisciplinary
collaboration. In the study of M&A, we observe
organization behavior and human resource management
scholars, both engaging in qualitative and quantitative
work, as the most active interdisciplinary collaborators.
The differing appetites for engaging in interdisciplinary
research need to be placed into context as regards the size
of each discipline and the research questions they explore.
For one, the likelihood for a strategy or a finance scholar
of collaborating with another scholar of their field can be
expected to be higher, given that the number of scholars
in both groups is much higher than in the other disciplines.
Hypothetically speaking, opportunities for these scholars
to co-publish with disciplinary peers are thus higher,
whereas the lower proportion of OS and HRM scholars
makes the opportunities for these scholars to co-author
with scholars of the same group less abundant. For
another, the findings need to be related to the perspective
from which each discipline studies M&A. The finance
scholars’ monodisciplinary focus can be related to the
kinds of research questions they ask. Their primary focus
is financial performance, with a dominant use of
cumulative abnormal returns as the dependent variable
in their study. In contrast, strategy, organizational studies
and human resource management scholars have more
thematic breadth in their study of M&A. Thus, the topical
foci of a discipline would seem to affect its propensity for
interdisciplinary collaboration. Interdisciplinary research
could be a means to address a series of topics requiring a
more comprehensive appreciation. We can think of
organizational and human determinants of synergy
exploitation (OS and strategy), effects of corporate
communication on financial market reactions (marketing
and finance), and effects of acquisition experience on
HR training (strategy and HR), to name some examples
where inter-disciplinary work would provide with new
insights.
Finally, while extant research on scientific
collaboration has focused on the macro level of disciplines
(Barnett et al., 1988; Cronin et al., 2003) or specialties
within a discipline (Ennis, 1992; Piette and Ross, 1992),
we extend this line of work by shifting our analysis from
the macro level of the disciplines to the level of individual
authors involved in interdisciplinary collaboration. As
observed by Katz and Martin (1997) in their seminal
reflection on research collaboration, it is individuals who
engage in collaboration. Yet what is it that we know about
academics engaged in scientific collaboration? Based on
our analysis of the M&A scholarly community, we find
that author roles vary as regards their publication and
collaboration strategies. Not all authors engage in
interdisciplinary work. We identify three author
categories, noting that an individual can be present in
one or several of these categories. The first category
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represents the most prolific authors, a classic approach to
distinguishing scientists and ranking academic
productivity based on publication output. The second
category represents the federators, that is, authors who
create links between authors or communities of M&A
research. Such authors are critical to the development of
within and across disciplinary networks ofM&A scholars.
The third category represents interdisciplinary authors,
namely, authors that publish with colleagues from other
disciplines. This enables us to introduce an agentic
perspective to the study of collaborative practices in
interdisciplinary research. It appears that authors
undertake different roles in within and cross-disciplinary
academic work. Importantly, we observe that one does
not need to be a star author to publish across disciplines.
By the same token, this might suggest that
interdisciplinary publishing might not help in becoming
a star scholar overnight.
Contributions for M&A research
Our first contribution is to offer the M&A research
domain a documented analysis of the evolution of
collaboration practices and co-authorship patterns over
64 years. While such studies have been made for
numerous other disciplines in the natural and social
sciences (Glänzel, 2002; Newman, 2004), such analyses
in disciplines close to business and management are
scarcer. Individual studies have documented the rise in
academic collaboration in accounting, sports
management, and management (Piette and Ross, 1992;
Beattie and Goodacre, 2004; Acedo et al., 2006; Rupp
et al., 2014). Our paper extends on research on academic
collaboration at large, and particularly extends our
appreciation of academic collaboration practices in
management sciences by focusing on a significant
contemporary corporate phenomenon, namely mergers
and acquisitions (M&A).
In line with extant research from across the natural and
social sciences (Cronin, 2002; Glänzel, 2002; Cronin
et al., 2003), we observe a marked and ongoing increase
in academic collaboration over the study period 1951–
2014. The proportion of co-authored publication in the field
of M&A is at 73%. This makes M&A researchers more
collaborative than their peers in related disciplines such as
sociology (Moody, 2004), or accounting and finance
(Beattie and Goodacre, 2004), where the amount of co-
authored papers stands at two thirds. All the while, as peers
in management, organization studies (Acedo et al., 2006)
and sports management (Quatman and Chelladurai,
2008), M&A scholars utilize only a small handful (i.e.,
0.2%) of the hypothetical co-authorship opportunities
available to them. To this end, we observe an uneven
spread as regards author activity toward collaboration.
When engaging in collaboration, M&A scholars co-author
on averagewith two colleagues. Further, themajority of co-
authorships are single events. Ongoing collaboration is led
by a minority of active authors engaging in repeated co-
authorships with numerous different peers. In this respect,
M&A scholars appear to co-author with a slightly lower
number of different colleagues than their peers in
management and organization studies (Acedo et al.,
2006) or IT (Newman, 2001). Yet all of these disciplines
stand far off from the extensively collaborative practices
of academics in medicine or high energy physics, where
each researcher is on average co-authoring with 9 to 173
peers (Newman, 2001).
Paralleling an increase in collaboration, we observe that
over time, in the field of M&A research, ‘nests’ or
communities of collaboration (titled components and
sub-groups in the analysis section) have emerged, within
which co-authorship practices are more recurrent. More
recently, some of these sub-groups have become
connected, this forming since 2013 an interconnected
larger component of 179 authors. This leads us to argue
that in the field of M&A, a meta-level community
structure is gradually emerging. In comparison with other
fields in the natural science, though, this emergent
structure remains weak. The main component in M&A
research regroups 15.5% of all authors, whereas in
management and sports management the figure stands at
45–62%, and in medicine or physics at 85–92%. In other
words, the fact that a majority of scholars in M&A
research do not actively collaborate needs to be kept in
mind.
Beyond documenting the rise of collaboration in the
study ofM&A, the findings offer the opportunity to reflect
on the implications that collaboration has on the idea
structure in the field of M&A. Our second contribution
offers a tentative sociology of knowledge perspective to
the research practices in the study of M&A. Recent
findings in the sociology of knowledge observe that social
interaction patterns in academia are related to the types of
ideas produced by the scholarly community (Cappell and
Guterbock, 1992; Ennis, 1992; Newman, 2004). The
more academics collaborate, the more there are
opportunities for the social contagion of ideas (Burt,
1987). A debate has raged in the study of M&A as to
the lack of vs. the need for unifying theories of M&A
(Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999; Meglio and Risberg,
2010; Faulkner et al., 2012). A similar state of affairs
prevails in other areas of study, including sociology
(Mullins, 1973; Cappell and Guterbock, 1992). A recent
empirical study by Moody (2004) finds that the
theoretically pluralistic study of sociology has become
more structurally integrated in terms of its social structure
of collaboration in the 1963–1999 period. This, he argues,
is likely to bear implications on the nature of theorizing in
the discipline. Extending on Moody (2004), we can argue
that the field of M&A is undergoing a gradual shift from a
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largely pluralistic and pluri-disciplinary area to one,
wherein some degree of theoretical and idea-based
unification is taking place. Here, the role of the four sub-
communities within the largest network component we
identified that were marked out by their collaborative
activeness is likely to play a key role, particularly given
that these sub-groups have recently become connected to
form the beginning of an M&A community. The role of
those scholars we identified as federators and those
working in an interdisciplinary manner is not to be
underestimated.
Limitations and implications
This study is not without limitations, yet each limitation
opens an avenue for further research. The first limitation
concerns the journals included in the study. The selection
of journals was based on identifying top-ranked journals
per discipline. Since the major journals tend to represent a
mainstream approach, this choice subsequently entailed
the omission of smaller research areas and journals, be it
in terms of geographical reach (e.g., Scandinavian Journal
of Management, Asia-Pacific Journal of Management) or
minority topics (e.g., gender studies, cross-cultural
management). In the same vein, we selected journals
articles while we could have analyzed conferences papers
or M&A symposia in annual conferences. Future research
could expand the study to publications presented during
conferences, workshops or symposia. Conferences are
places where inter-personal collaboration is often initiated,
leading toward future co-authorships. Such a lens could
help to shed light on the antecedents of co-authorship
practices. On the other hand, we can assume that by
focusing on published articles, some if not most of them
have been previously presented at conferences (Rupp
et al., 2014), thus this dimension can be considered to
have been implicitly included in our analysis.
The second limitation concerns the coding of authors.
In coding authors by domain, the research domain
identified for a scholar by his institutional (or personal)
website was taken for granted, although such sources of
information might deliberately aim to simplify the
information they provide or provide an institution-friendly
perspective on a scholar’s work. Perhaps more
significantly, scholars themselves might be active in
several domains yet only position themselves officially
in one domain. The way in which scholars were coded
by domain may therefore have induced biases in the
analysis. However, we believe that this also opens an
avenue for future research. One could engage in a
qualitative research based on personal interviews with
authors from the M&A field. As interviewing all authors
would be virtually impossible, one could focus on
interviewing prominent authors and federators. Interviews
could help to gather first-hand information about the
research discipline that the author believes h/she belongs
to. Interviews could also provide information about the
antecedents of co-authorship practices (supervisor,
visiting, meeting at a conference, etc.), as authors could
tell their story of co-authoring and collaboration. In so
doing, best practices of co-authoring could be identified.
In line with extant research on academic collaboration,
in this paper, we sought to focus on information that was
publicly available. Given that this is the first social
network analysis of the M&A scholarly community, it
can pave the way to further, more refined, analyses.
A final avenue for future research relates to impact and
citation. One could try to test whether interdisciplinary
articles identified in our sample get higher citation rate than
articles written by authors from the same discipline.
Overall, we believe that given the limited use of the social
network analysis method in the study ofM&A scholarship,
it appears that there are ways of further refining the existing
analysis. In closing, we call for more research on the
patterns of interdisciplinary scientific collaboration.
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